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i have been using these for a few months now and am loving them. this is my first mixer from the zara line and i can honestly say that i am very impressed with the quality of the unit. it's a great quality mixer and i really like the fact that it has the ability to send analog & digital signals through the headphone out. this is a really useful
feature for anyone in a home studio. i would recommend this unit to anyone looking for a high quality usb mixer. zara is a high-quality, multi-effect mixer with loads of features, a great price and a solid reputation. zara is available in two configurations: one with six channels and one with eight. the eight channel models can send signals to
both analog and digital audio inputs, while the six channel models can only send digital audio signals. both models have eight inputs, eight outputs, four effects sections, master bus, and a headphone/line out section. zara can be used as a standalone mixer or as the centerpiece of a home studio. what makes the zara stand apart from the

crowd is its unique, powerful blend of simplicity and complexity. the zara is easy to use, with the dials and knobs clearly labeled and completely intuitive. you may want to try the new version of zarastudio. it has improved the ability to assign parameters to the zarastudio menu. you can now do so in the top left corner. click the "formatting"
icon, choose the audio format, and set the bitrate. zarastudio 2 adds a wide range of parameters to the zarastudio menu, including a new parameter called "album cover". this allows you to change the file name as you hear it. if you add a cover, you can even use a picture from the web and change the file name based on the image. you can

also set the position of the file within a playlist, and even set a fade to and from the file. when you insert a file into a playlist using the selection button, the file will be imported with the "album cover" parameter set to the name of the cover.
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with zara studio 2, you can deliver both the analog and the digital versions of your media to your audience, with each option being dynamically streamed to one or more devices, such as web and mobile streaming
players, devices and applications, or traditional media players. zara studio 2 can stream to a variety of devices, including multiple computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets and smart tvs. it was recently announced

by the federation of european recording producers (ferp) that only 50.9 percent of the professional recording industry are currently using cd-based recording and mastering. the cause of this is two-fold: first, cd
sales are currently declining; and second, mastering studios are facing a shortage of staff due to a labor shortage caused by the spread of digital technologies, particularly the internet. enjoy craft cocktails and

monthly events in our resident-only speakeasy bar and lounge, the transcript, where amenity members are welcomed to host up to three guests per night. practice your swing in the golf simulator room, work from
home in the study, or sweat it out in our 3-story fitness center featuring a cardio room, weight room, and dance studio. in case you're wondering, i purchased the unit last week, and was not pleased with the user's
manual. it's a very poorly written, poorly translated, poorly formatted manual. so, i took the time to translate the manual from english to spanish and uploaded it to the zara soft website, in case you're wondering,
here's the link: hi, after having many inquiries about the usb ports for this product, i can safely say that the usb ports are not worth buying. i have had many issues with the usb ports and i would not recommend

using them for this product. also, for the xlr ports, you do not get much out of it because most of the best mics do not have xlr connections. try and use the usb ports for microphones only. the other issue with the
usb ports is that the drivers are old. i tried to update them from both zarasoft as well as zareasoft.com. i had a lot of trouble updating the drivers. i will not be using the usb ports for anything because they don't

work well with zareasoft. also, zarasoft.com is slow to respond to e-mails. 5ec8ef588b
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